
We offer a wide range of activities
with many young volunteers

Calling all compassionate
individuals! We are looking
for dedicated volunteers to
make a positive impact at

our nursing home vor
elderlies. Join us and

create a supportive and
caring environment.

Scan this code and
take a look around
the PBZ
Herzogenburg
website

A funded German course
will help you to settle in well

in Herzogenburg- Austria

Working in a
nursing home
for the elderly 

We are looking for 2
participants who can start as
soon as possible and stay for

up to one year.

The application deadline is one
month before the planned start

date.



Personal profile 

Join us in volunteering at our Pflegeheim.
Whether it’s sharing stories, playing games, or
simply offering companionship, your presence
matters.
Volunteer at our nursing home and be the
positive change in someone’s life. From
assisting with daily activities to simply being a
friend, your time is a priceless gift.
Make a positive impact while experiencing the
warmth of our community

You are compassionate, dedicated and friendly?
You are curious about living in Austria for 10 - 12
months?
You want to learn German?
You enjoy working with older people?
You are interested in assisting AND creative
activities?
You want to work both independently and
together with the team?

The Project



Herzogenburg is a charming small
town in Lower Austria. The
surroundings are characterized by
gentle hills and idyllic vineyards,
inviting to relaxed walks or bike
tours. 
Only 15 minutes away by train is
St.Pölten, the friendly capital of
Lower Austria, where you will also
find the shared flat in which you
will be accommodated with several
volunteers

The City

Each volunteer receives €150 pocket
money and €150 food allowance per
month. Meals are provided free of
charge by the company kitchen.  
 You will also receive a subsidy for
the public transport.

Financial matters 



Want to know more? You can find
more exciting information and news
on our website www.jugendinfo-
noe.at and on our social networks

Jugendinfo NÖ jugendinfo_noe

Jugend:info Niederösterreich is a coordinating
organisation with many years of experience in
volunteering coordination and in advising and
supporting hosting organisations. Twice a year
we organise an ESC Volunteer Day to get to
know each other. We visit a chosen part of
Lower Austria to learn and experience the
local language, history and culture.
Approximately every two months, around 15
volunteers from all over Lower Austria meet at
the Jugend:info NÖ in St. Pölten to exchange
ideas. Many friendships have already been
forged here.

Your Coordinating
Organisation

If you are interested in this
project, send your CV and
DETAILED MOTIVATION
LETTER to esk@jugendinfo-
noe.at. 

mailto:daniela.paulischin@jugendinfo-noe.at
mailto:daniela.paulischin@jugendinfo-noe.at

